
23 March 2020: Recommendation to only offer ‘essential’ eye care from 
College of Optometrists 

The College recommends that every optometrist and practice owner stops providing 
routine sight tests and routine eye examinations, and offers only essential services. 
Essential services would include sight tests based on a clinical need, and urgent eye 
care pathways. We note that some practices are doing this on a voluntary basis 
already. 

There are several reasons for this: 

1. Practices now need to contribute to the public health endeavour of ensuring 
that people only go out when necessary. Routine sight tests can be safely 
delayed. 

2. It is essential we help to keep the nation‘s sight healthy - from NHS frontline 
staff to those in self-isolation. Our communities still need essential eye care, 
and secondary care may need our support to see urgent cases. We therefore 
need to ensure our members and all optical staff are able to protect 
themselves and maintain the safety of their communities. 

Essential eye test would be if you have something out of the ordinary for example 
sudden loss of vision, painful red eye or a new floater. 

PLEASE CONTACT US FIRST BEFORE ARRIVING AT THE PRACTICE. 

If you are in an at risk group, ie over 70 or with pre-existing condition please contact 
us first either by email to this site or the practice number of 01283 222535. We will 
be monitoring these 9am to 5pm even if the practice is closed. 

 

For broken spectacles, replacement spectacles or replacement contact lenses, we 
are now allowed to do this over the phone where possible. This is a temporary 
relaxation on the laws governing such things. Please ring us or email us about this. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



HOW TO SURVIVE SELF ISOLATION WITHOUT AN EYE TEST  

WE ARE CURRENTLY ADVISED NOT TO DO ROUTINE EYE TESTS. THIS 

ESPECIALLY APPLIES TO THE OVER 70S AND AT RISK GROUPS. 

 

SO IF YOU ARE STRUGGLING WITH A MILD DIFFICULTY THERE ARE 

SOME THINGS YOU CAN DO TO HELP: 

1. HAVE A GOOD BRIGHT LIGHT TO READ WITH. A table lamp 

close to the book is much better than a centre light. Daylight is 

best! 

2. TAKE A BREAK. If you are struggling to read after a while have a 

change of focus. Look away into the distance for a bit. 

3. TRY A MAGNIFIER. This will often help for very small print. 

4. EYES SORE OR TIRED. A warm compress for 5-10 mins on the 

lids may help. Artificial tears from your pharmacist can help as 

well. 

IF YOU HAVE A MAJOR PROBLEM, GET IN TOUCH BY PHONE OR 

EMAIL. PLEASE DON’T JUST COME TO THE PRACTICE. 


